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o describe theoretical and experimental research on optoolectronic switching processes

in GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum well etalons, where the quantum wells are spaced by one-
half the optical wavelength at which the structure is designed to operate. Results have
been obtained with the quantum wello pumped above threshold (i.e. the structure behaves
as a surface-emitting laser) and below threshold (when it betwvsaye a• saturable

bbsorber with feedback). In the former case, high-speed (10 pa impulse response)
[witchig hac been demonstrateda, but the threshold i ts relatively high. Some suggestion

-or more efficient switching are made. In the latter case, a detailed theoretical model
a been developed which demonstrates the potential advantages and disadvantagoe of

hbsorpti•.e bistable optical switching in half-wave-periodic 1QW otalons over the con-
'entional non-resonant MQW or bulk structures. The Initial experiments were promising
ut hampered by materials growth and uniformity problems. 16e include several specific
g commentations for additional experiments to complete our investigations of the below-
hroashold switching regime, as well as extension to 2-n switch arrays, neow research
3irections and applications sekch as time-division multiplexing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Vertical-cavity structures

Vertical-cavity semiconductor structures are extremely promising for optoelectronics. In these structures, light

propagates in a direction normal to the wafer surface, as opposed to the more conventional in-plane propagation.

Whereas in-plane structures are suitable for guided-wave applications and are limited to one-dimensional array

expansion, vertical-cavity geometries are most convenient for free-space propagation and are capable of extension

into two-dimensional arrays. They are therefore particularly appropriate for optical signal and image processing.

In this project we are concerned with optical switching in active and passive vertical-cavity semiconductor

structures. The ultimate aim is to understand the physics, technology and practicalities of fast (nanosecond or

better), 6fficient optical switch arrays. We define active structures as those which possess internal gain, that is

lasers or optical amplifiers: we have concentrated on vertical-cavity surface-tmitting lasers. Passive switches do

not possess gain but are important in situations where minimal power consumption avd switching thresholds are

desired. We have considered multiple quantum well etalons which exhibit absorptive optical bistability.

From the beginning, therefore, this research project divides into two streams, but there are =nmy physical and

technological similarities between the active and passive device structures, so it is natural to consider them in

tandem.

1.2 RPG and RPA Media

to 1987 our research group at the University of New Mexico began to consider the physics of semiconductor

heterosunctures containing multiple quantum wells with optical periodicity, with a view to studying correlated

esuisuon. We quickly realized that half-wave-periodic structurs ian which the gain elements overlapped with the

anainodes of an optical standing wave would provide enhanced gain at a chosen wavelength and in a specific

direction, effectively suppressing the amplified sMnaneois emission (ASE) which had bedeviled the vertical

cavity surface-enitting lasers paviously demonastraed. FigeA shows the resulting resoanat periodic gain

(RPO) medium. The effective gain for an optical wave reonating in such a structure along the z-axis (iLe. normal

to the planes of the quantum wells) is weighted by the staning wave intensity sinesquared pattern, and is

thererore given by (1]

G(A)- fgsosA(dr. (I)

where k(t) - 2wn(X)/,A is the propagation consta. g(z) is the axial diuribution of the gain per unit length (whwhb

in our sructure consists of a series c' top-ba functions cov sponding to the thin gain shems) Ltd the integral is

1
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taken over the entire normal length L of the structure. We see in FiVM 2 that a wave resonant with the quantum

well periodicity (i.e. the QW spacing = pA/2, p a positive integer) can experience twice as much gain as a wave

which is non-resonant. Similar calculations show that a resonant wave propagating normally to the quantum wells

experiences twice as much gain as a wave propagating in another direction. Hence the usual problem of lateral

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is greatly reduced in these RPG media. However, they are sensitive to

wavelength, material composition and positioning of the quantum wells in the resonator.

The same argument holds irue for optimization of the optical absorption: when the RPG medium is pumped below

threshold, a wave propagating normally whose wavelength is resonant with the quautum well spacing will

experience twice as much absorption as a wave with a non-resonant wavelength and/or a different direction of

propagation. In effect, we are placing the absorbers where they can do the most good. We refer to this medium

as a RPA (resonant periodic absorption) structure, by analogy with the RPG structure, even though the two

structures are almost identical in construction. ASE is not a problem here, but the switching threshold should be

lower and the contrast between saturable and unsaturable losses should be considerably better for the RPA switch,

resulting in improved on/off contrast.

The benefits likely to result from the RPQ/RPA cocept carry a price, in that the structure tqulires carofu

matching of the design wavelength wth a cavity longitudinal mode and with a gain/absorption peak (usually at

the n I quantum well subband transition for Iaser, or an excitonic resonance for absorbers) and ash camefil

choice of the dimensions and compositons so that the antinodes of the standing wave optia field ovrlap

spatially with the quantum wutls.

We woe in passing that any series of localized gain ot absopion sheets cam be wsed to implement the RPGIRPA

cuncept: single quantum wells, groups of closly.spces quantum wells, or quasi-bulk thin films. The concept is

mAninMgf provided th the sheets a thin tompamd with the Wpical wavelength.

1.3 V ial-caVty surdae-OWubig lasers (VCSELs)

Vettical cavity surface-emi(ting semiconductor lases (VCSELs) [1,21 offer cns•e•able promise for developmen

of high-power lawse nays, highly parallel optical interconnections. and stPa.,"t.' •.-h r sowaes f frrhet-,pce

illumination. conmunication and rangidg. VCSELs should lend themselves particularly well to .-D anays and

latge-apetture etrtee with good beam quality (edge-emitting emiconductor laws are notoriously poor in this

rtspet). Moreover. the fabnciatto should be sitpirted in that planar processes are used ecxdusively.

Following the formulation of the aotion of a perio tic gain medium in a high-Q optical cavity. we validated the

RPG concq by optical pung expeimeats u dye lase. These first sampl quicky led to optimized



devices with optical cavities formed by pairs of multilayer epitaxial reflectors with reflectivities in excess of 99%.

These devices were entirely grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) at UNM, and required no

further processing for optically pumped lasing. A typical RPG-VCSEL structure is illustrated in Finn 3, in

which the number of layers has been reduced for clarity. In this report we describe the preliminary results of our

studies of the switching properties of these RPG-VCSEL structures above and below threshold.

1.4 Electrically pumped VCSELs

The RPG-VCSEL is an extremely versatile device: it can be pumped by transver or longitudinal electrical

injection as well as by illumination with other lasers or even by relatively incoherent sources such as diode laser

arrays [3] and possibly by several such sources in combination. Transverse electrical inection. which was first

demonstrated at UNM, suffers from poor in-plane carrier transport and hence very low laser quantum efficiency

(a few percent [41). VCSELs have been made to lase by longitudinal electrical injection at several laboratories,

but this wsheme also suffers from carrier transport problems since the electrons and holea must traverse many

barriers as they drift at right angles to the epitaxial plan.

To out knowledge, the bat results obtained uing electically injected VCSEI. have recently been obtained at

UNM. Our beat device. have tha-on voltages of <2.5 V and series mistances of -25 0 for pumped spots 20

am in diameter. they consist of multiple graded and doped mirror and pac layers with prxon implant isolation,

have threshold currents of 5 mA or so and can produce 1 mW of optical power without any special heae sinking

[3$. The availability of such highbquality injection-pumped RPG-VCSELA makes hybrid active or passive

oproelectmron smitchi.g possible, where 0,-t mich is iased electrcally and is trggered opically. These

impressive tchievemnts open up new possibilities for future roseamrh and developme of bybrid elecalloptlca

swtching tmhnh•sm as outliaed in Sectin S of this report.

2 OPTICAL SWITCMUG IN RIG LASERS ABOVE THRESIOW

L.1 Sample design a&d Wwkr Uoato

Typical vertical-cavity strfce-cmiing semiconductor laws (VCSiA) and nonlinear etons f cated as p•at of

ths work have coaused of IWO media san d betwee mualtilaya •pitaxia b&y-q ting sacks The

number of epiglaial layers in swuh suwures can easily exceed 100. so it is essenuial to have suitable

cormuWatiWl design too•s: dvegning RPGIRPA wafer can be coaater-tultife. Our aproach is to use a mtuk

model for optic popagatim th=og thee multilyer structures. similar t concept to the usual ethod fat

designi nmdlilayer dilcic films fo( coatinS optical componeats. The fist iteatim smmed read indies.

eleqct the eects of gaiborpioa or mera dispein. TIu i usually an *kduae tmo caide

4
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approximation for lasers and nonlinear etalons; however, it is a good approximation for RPG/RPA structures in

which the overall gain/absorption is quite weak, being confined to the quantum wells. Also, the structures

themselves are highly wavelength-selective: the optical periodicity of the quantum wells and the multilayer stacks

induces dispersion which is much greater than the material dispersion.

Using this model, we have plotted reflectivity spoctra for single multilayer mirrors and phase resonances for

complete empty and filled optical cavities (i.e. for pairs of mirrors without and with enclosed gain/absorbing

media). A typical calculated reflectivity spectrum is shown in Figure 4, which showed good agreement with a

spectrum measured experimentally using a spectrophotometer. The following structures were designed:

GaAs/GaAlAs RPG VCSELs for optical pumping at 740 am;

GaAs/G]AlAs RPG VCSELs for optical pumping at 800 nm;

pseudomorphic lnGaAsiGaAs RPG VCSELS for optical pumping at 800 wm

GaAs/GaAlAs RPA etalons without epitaxial reflectors.

The first three wafers were destined for above- and below-threshold switching, while the last was designed to

study saturation of excifotic absorption in the quantum wells. We are now revising our model to study structures

whose layers are graded along the optical axis for efficient pumping by longitudinal carrier iqection, a refinement

which will require more compliwed fiwtl-elemen or Fourr transform propagators.

2.2 Optmized pul and CW optial pmplft

For efficient switching of semiconductor lm an optical amplifiets. our prior experience has shown that it is

highly desitable to opeate with a teady bias close to the lasing or switching thresho. Accordingly,

experiments wve• conductad to determine the orgimal coofiaundiotn for opticsl pumping of these devices. An

Impottant acIovemet of this research was eficient diode aut pumping of RP3-VCSILA.

Various 3aAs/aaAlAs sample were d"signed (cf. Section 2. I above) and growm by MOCVD in out laboratories.

In an early etperiment, standard doubklaerostrure, non-resoant multiple quantum well (NR-MQW) and

resonant periodic gain multiple quantum well (RPG-MQW) wafem were comp f Optical pmpiOg efficie0cy.

These compartive meawA .w clerly indicated the advantage of the RPG conoapt fot VCSEL: the device

with the bulk GaAs active reg failed to lue even in pubed mode (Q as. 10 Hz) even up to the optical darmae

thetshold of -S MW crn2 o0 the sample suface at the MMp waveleng1th of 680 am. The NR-MQW samples

Wued emrtically in pulsed mode dose to the damag threshold but with relatively high thresholds and poor

efficiencies, The RPG-MQW devices lased with fth old and efficienies a factor of trwo or so better tm the

Uo unt saVmple. as expocted.

6
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By testing these samples, using CW dye laser pumping and measuring the output powers and optical spectra, we

determined the optimum pumping wavelength for minimum threshold and maximum efficiency. For the first

RPG structures grown, this was in the range 730-750 nm (see Figure 5 . Improved structures with very high end

mirror reflectivities (> 99.5%) lased continuously and efficiently at room temperature: typical thresholds were

20-30 mW CW absorbed pump power for a circular pumped spot - 10 Am in diameter. The best thresholds were

just over 10 mW but these results were obtained only at a few spots on each wafer. Th1 optical power conversion

efficiencies were excellent, typically 20-40% when thermal saturation occurred at -30 mW output for free-

standing samples with no special heat sinking (Figure6.

2.3 Op l pump' of VCSELs using edge-aUbg diode lers

For the next set of experiments, diode laser arrays emitting at 740 nim were specially abri.ated and used to pump

the RPG-MQW surface-emitting lasers with excellent results: eectncal-to-optical power conversion efficiewcies

were mOre thAn 5 % (mot losses occurred in the tical coupling of uw pump power). external quantum

efficiencies rwe as high as 70% and pump-limuited power outputs as high u 10 toW in a single 6 Pm near-field

spoL Typical specra showed single longitdinal mode operation (as expected, given the slwt cavity longths of a

few m) and nea•ly 0igle mode output to almot 10 MW. With iWatumetM-iMited SPeOa widthS of -0.01-

0.03 anm. Clearly the RIPO-VCSF.I- havt very goad opi pr•terics, suitable for frther rewmrh tO their

opticwl Switchuig pmpertics, althoug the var"ia in L.cer popertics acro the waft"' Wrfacc will awed to be

reduced whte la -rg*u twissi or unifo arram y will be requitd,

Anoth kchnogca limitation was avaihbdity 4• pump power and rar bot quality •rom di(de law- paV

arrays at 740 am. Due to coeiinued difficulties iL obtaining wi ctrystal gjpoth runt to fabri •ato lA at this

wavelength. we recalibrated otwt d"gais to um diode lse pumping at mote conIv Ol aont % ldctSW (7WI-20

=a). TheseU Am s adue to be rowe iW etaly 1992. In the meAtime, otical O p u ig e. riimest 2

continuing using dye and itaaiumm"Ousie lawe souroes

L.4 Tsaamva mode aWU le in VCSEIA And prvwft for fag SWIkhS V

A s4itifican probkm in VCSEs is the exutrwy high Fremo numbets

p . rA21XL (2)

wbere a is the diameter of the la"I po and L is tht overall cavity Inglh. The Fresnl nunegr expresu* dt

trafnserae mode Selectivity of a resonator: •atta F mn ower la lectivi•y. In edge-emitUifzag icdCtl 1or

Weft a is a few pm and i'. is a few hunmdred mt ia a V a itn hundred o #a ad L is y a
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few Am. The Fresnel numbers for surface-emitters are therefore three or four orders of magnitude greater than

those for edge-emitters, and VCSELs tend to be multi-transverse mode at output powers of - 1 mW or more.

One consequence of large F-values is that VCSELs can exhibit instabilities as the transverse mode spectra change:

as the output power is increased, kinks in the input-output characteristics occur which are accompanied by

intensity and wavelength fluctuations in the laser output. We have observed such instabilities in several VCSELs

with optical and electrical pumping, and in one sense they represent a considerable nuisance. However, we also

believe that this phenomenon may provide opportunities for ultrafast optical switching, as discussed later.

Even when transverse mode instabilities are absent, multi-mode operation is still deleterious to applications such

as fiber coupling and long-distance free-space propagation. Figure 7(a) shows the near-field, far-field and optical

spectrum from a InGaAs/AIGaAs RPG-VCSEL at 2 mW output; Figure 7(b) shows the same curves at 15 mW

output. Since single transverse mode VCSELs are highly desirable, we are considering various transverse mode

selection geometries such as external cavities, saturable absorbers, and spatial modulation of the mirror

retlectivities.

2.5 Gigahertz modulation of the diode-pumped RPG-VCSEL

Because the VCSEL can be pumped by an edge-emitting diode laser, it is convenient to modulate the VCSEL

simply by modulating the pump laser. When the pump laser was pre-biased to threshold, the VCSEL exhibited a

linear modulation response to 1.1 0Hz, this limit being imposed by the available signal generators and amplifiers.

This result indicates that sub-nanosecond response times should be obtained in optical switching, a conjecture

which was verified in the next series of experiments.

2.6 Picosecond optical pumping

A set of MOCVD-grown GaAs/GaAIAs RPO-VCSEL samples with 20 quantum wells and epitaXial multilayer

high-reflectivity stacks with R=3.995 and 0.999 was pumped by light from a synchronously-pumped mode-

locked dye laser which generated 4 ps pulses at 82 MHz repetition rate, in a wavelength range from 650 to 750

nim. The shorter wavelength pump pulses were absorbLi in the epitaxial mirror stacks, and the resulting

'aminesctnve then pumped the active region after some delay (- 1 ns). Longer wavelengths (730-750 nm) were

chosen for most efficient optical pumping by direct absorption in the active region, which also resulted in

considerably shorter switch-on delays (--20 ps). By autocorrelation and by cross-correlation with pump pulses,

we have dotermined the output pulse width and symmetry. The Lest result was !3 pa FWHM, limited by the

photon lifetimes of°,5-10 ps in the high-Q laser cavities. It was possible to obtain shorter delays and shorter

output pulses by .educing the photon lifetime, resulting in 1-,hher laser thresholds as expected.

10
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A rate equation model has been constructed to describe the dynamical properties of the optically pumped VCSEL

The rate equations for the carrier density N(I) and the photon density S(t) are

dNIdt P - Ni1s - gS(N-Nt,) (3)
and

dS/dt = -Slrp + gA(-NtrA), (4)

where P is the (optical) pumping rate per unit volume, g the gain, r. and rp are the spontaneous carrier

recombination time and photon lifetime respectively, and Ntr the carrier density required to achieve transparency

in the semiconductor. These equations were integrated numerically, and a typical set of results is shown in EWM

1: the pump pulse rapidly generates a carrier population which d-cays more slowly to generate the VCSEL output

pulse whose width is limited by rp. A switch-on delay of a few rp is also typical. The pulse shape calculated

(without adjustable parameters) using this rate equation model compares exactly with that measured by cross-

correlation wfh the input pulse, as is evident in Figure 9. A more detailed experimental and theoretical

comparison of the VCSEL switching characteristics as functions of pump power is shown in Figmre 10, again

demonstrating oxcellent agreement. Here we see clearly that the pulse width saturates at about 2rp. the switch-on

delay at about 5 tp.

These experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of using VCSBLs in high-speed optical switching roles.

However, there are several interesting issues and problems which have urfaced: what is the temporal behavior of

the transverse and longitudinal coherece length? why ame the optical pumping efficiencies anomatouwy low using

picasecn pulses (compared with CW efficiencies)? are the pulse spectra (e.g. the chirp) suitable for futher

compresion or aMlification? These isues will be addresd in our futr resarch.

Because of the limited peak power mad poor beam quality produced by the picosecond dye laser pump source at

740 am - the dyes used at these wavelengths ar relatively inefficient - we repeated the experiments using a newly-

requited mode4ocked Ti:apors lsser. This source generated usable 1.2 ps pulses, at -80 MHz repetition

rate, with average power of >I W from 720 to 850 am.

2.5 Sysems comm tlbWity: twmwermr smdtly

Our initial results have shown that the properties of the MOCVD-grown RPO VCSEL wafem ate extremely non-

uaiotrm, This is not because the crystal growen w inept. but bocause the structure itself is extremely sensitive

to small (a few percent) variations i dimeasions and comupouoa. This sensitivity prompted us to study the

pefonmance of a RPO-VCSSL as a fucion of ambieat tempetature.
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A GaAs/A1GaAs VCSEL with 20 quantum wells was optically pumped by a CW dye laser at 740 rn. The sample

was mounted on a copper block whose temperature could be controlled to within 0.1 0C. A position on the wafer

was chosen for its optimum performance at room temperature (300.5 K) and the laser mount temperature was then

varied by 20 °C above and below the room ambient. Some of the results are shown in Figire 1i, indicating

significant changes in the threshold, quantum efficiency and spectral output with temperature changes as small as
5 OC. These preliminary experiments indicate the need for careful thermal design and ambient temperature control

in practical applications. Optical switches designed around VCSELs should take this threshold variation into

account, and wafer uniformity needs to be improved to < I% for 2-D switch arrays operating above threshold.

We note in passing that the nature of RPA switches which operate by saturation of the excitonic absorption (cf.

Section 3 below) should make them inherently less sensitive to temperature and structural parameters than the

VCSELs; consequently, it may be easier to fabricate uniform 2-D arrays of bistable RPA switches.

2.6 Power handling, scaling propertiMes and large-area uniformity

It is anticipated that the above-threshold VCSEL-based optical switch may be used to handle large amounts of

optical power in pulsed mode. We therefore conducted a series of experiments to determine the ability of the

RPG-VCSEL to handle pulsed optical power. At first we wished to verify the conjecture that the RPG-VCSEL

should permit the output power to scale with the emitting area because of suppression of lateral ASE. Hence we

measured the threshold power per unit area for various spot sizes from 0.006 to 1 mm; in these measurements, the

lower limit was established by lateral carrier diffusion, while the upper limit was imposed by the peak optical

power available from the 7-as, 10-Hz dye laser used to pump the VCSEL. Some of the data are shown in u

12, the flat curve of threshold power per unit area versus spot size indicating that the latral ASE is being

suppressed effectively by the RPG structure.

In a second series of experiments to determine whether the RPG-VCSEL switch could withstand high quasi-CW

optical powers, a single-shot, flashlamp-pumped dye laser producing 500 as pulses at 740-760 am was used to

pump GaA"/GaAlAs and InGaAs/A1GaAs RPG-VCSELs. The former structures lased up to I cm 2 diameter with

peak outputs up to 20 kW, while the latter lased up to 0. 1 cm2 diameter with peak outputs up to 50 kW; at these

high power levels, some of the wafers tested suffered catstrVoc optical damage at the pump input surfaces.

3 OPTICAL SWITCHING IN RPA ETALONS

3.1 Bistable optWl switching in a nonline-a etalon

Gibbs et al. have demonstrated bistable optical switching in a nonlinear etalon in which the optical noalinearity is

provided by multiple quantum wells (6]. In this t4earch, we have sought to extend their design to reduce the

14,
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switching threshold, a particularly important issue if large-scale 2-D arrays of switches are to become feasible.

Our general approach has been to design and build the switch wafers in a fashion analogous to development of

RPG-VCSELs: first we spac the quantum wells at half-wave intervals in order to maximize the overlap between

the optical nonlinearity and the cavity standing wave, and second we will employ quarter-wave epitaxial

multilayer reflectors for both mirrors of the etalon; this new RPA bistable etalon is illustrated in Fijgu 1.

3.1.1 Absorptive optical bistabillty

Here we present a brief recapitulation of bistable optical switching. A bistable switch is a device which has two

stable output states for a range of input states: it exhibits hysteresis in its input-output curve as shown in EjM

14, where the sodid line represents the experimental performance of an ideal device and the dashed line represents

a typical theoretical result. The performance of such a device may be evaluated on the basis of switching energy,

switching range, contrast ratio and/or holding power. Such devicts are essentially binary; there ae no grey levels

achievable, although optical multistability may be observed under certain conditions. As might be expected,

optimization of any given perfoumance parmeter generally involves compromising on one or more other

parametemrs Figures of merit based upon some combination of the above parmeters have beem developed fat

comparing designs, but such comparisons generally pirsuMe•so a particular application and are subjective.

Optical bistability requires a nonlinearity and feedback. Bistability was first predicted in a system (a CO2 laer

with a SF6 absorber ce) which depended on saturation of the absorption of some material placed within a Fabry-

Perot etalon. This so-called abmorpive optical bistability is still the simpleat form of optical bistability

conceptually, but it has never been observed withot a drong dispersive component. In semloonductorbood

systems such as diode lasem coupled to saturable absorbem absorptive effects can be made to domimae

Ammme that we have a high finesse Fabry-Pero cavity which is filled with a aurable absodr . For simplicity

the cavity Is assumed to be exactly resonant at the wavelength of the incident light and the absorber is asumed to

be totally saturb. If the incdet Int t is to then idtensiy just before the output minor is

I - IOUhap(.O41(

&ad the trnamitued intetsity is

I - 7exp(u.L) (6)

where ais th absorption coefficient, L is the cavity length and T is the tnior . Eq. (6) is valid if

the s&,* ion innsity I./ of the medium is large with respect to the inracavity itensity. Le. if I1W > oT.
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Fjg 15a is a schematic representation of the optical intensity in the system when the absorption is

unsaturated. At some value of the input intensity, lIw, the absorption saturates and the internal cavity intensity

increases dramatically. A rapid switch-up is seen in the output at this point. We then have a high finesse cavity

where the output intensity is almost the same as the input intensity and the internal intensity is many times the

input intensity: It - 10 and /in - It//. This clearly holds for ld > > lat, i.e. if J0 > 7/.t. This situation is

depicted in 1 . After the saturation intensity is reached, the system output will once again increase

linearly with input, with a relatively high transmission factor.

If we now begin to decrease the input intensity, we see that due to the cavity finesse we may reduce the input

beyond .,w before the intra-cavity intensity falls enough for the absorber material to again absorb. This situation

is represented in Fi&Vr 15(c). When /in does fall below the saturation value, 1]., a rapid switch-down will occur.

We may see the possibility of bistability by noting that Eqs. (5) and (6) may both be satisfied by the same value of

1o over a finite range of input intensities.

3.1.2 Absorptive vs. dispmive biuabpty in nouxlnwaetalonw

Optical bistability was first observed experimentally by Gibbs at at. in a sodium vapor filled Wtaon [71. Upon

examination, however, the data did not quite match the preditons generated by an absoqtive model.

Examination of this discrepancy led to the realization that dispersive bistablIty occurs in addition (and often in

preferene) to absoopive bistabilty in atomic systems.

Dispesiv* b0 .'ý v occur in a nonlinear medium with an intensity-depexdet index. The etalon is deigned to

be off- .sawce initially, but tunes into resoance with inceasing intensity. As in the absorptive case,. once the

cavity is on reonAnce the high fiess relts in the intracavity field remaining quite high as the incident power is

reduced. This results in a mommy effect, and hence hysteresis. In ptatice1 due to unavoidable coupling between

the real and imaginary parts of the refuaive indices of real materials, both absoptive and dispersive effec

coetrlbute to the switching in realizable devices. to some cases, dispetive effects have been shown to dominate

and c•rste predictions may be made by teglecting abdsphve effects. Our initial theoreical investigations have

been for a purely absorptive noalineuuity. This is because suitable data is not available foa the coupling between

the real and imaginary copMnts of the frCtive index of quantum well materias over the intMsity ange we

require. We plan to perform the neary meawtemewt on a MQW calibraion uamle to allow us to incorporate

disesion in the model as it is unlikely that an optimal deip can be developed without accounting for

disper . We may however. devionstme the first initance of absoption-dominatled bstability as our desig

enhances aborive interaction while having the tame dispersive ctribution as pteviou MQW drvc*L
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The saturable absorption feature used in our design is the heavy-hole excitonic resonance. It is well known that

the excitonic resonances in quantum wells are enhanced by the increased Coulombic attraction caused by the

quantum confinement (8]. It is also known that these resonances are easily saturated [9]. The saturation may be

understood as a eoulombic screening by the free carriers within the wells. Excitons which are formed by

absorption of photons just below the band gap are thermalized almost immediately and become conduction band

electrons. These electrons then screen the electron-hole attractions, preventing further excitonic absorption. This

saturation effect is enhanced by the quantum confinement.

Excitonic absorption saturation is a prime mechanism for bistable optical switching: on resonance, the saturation

intensity should be low (a few hundred watts per square centimeter) and the uznsaturable losses should be small,

loading to high on/off contrast and low insertion loss, as well as ready extension to 2-D arrays.

3.2 Thwreticai modeliag of RPA bistable switches

A.V.1 Representatrion the quantum wll absor'p"

For our calculations, we have used the phenomenologicul curve fit developed by Miller and Chemla to describe

the low intensity (unsaturated) absorption of a quantum well system [8]. They found that the aborption is well

dewribed by Gaussian featur"a for the light- and heavy-bole excitos pus a brmadwed 2-D continuum for the

band edge, a shown in Figg.rIad expnsed by the relaim

* E (7)

-Afet R, - VIp*S1* h2 is the exciton Rydterg mo"st with s" the effftlive mass ofthe eleco-buoe pair. t

the permittivity, the N and rs am the remomat frequenies ad deun constants for te beavy boks (h). light

boles (A and the bund-to-band contiAuum (c. no r). We Wave umed this expssm with constants daetnined

-"mentally. with h excitounc feam tsautatins as

a - Qo/(I+UIW.,. (+)

while the band-o-band continuum is auumed to be unumau ., T•is amumpion is adequat the a& e-filling

saurtion of the contintom requir at ls two ordeis of mqgiud hgh intensity than the Cadoomc

• • • •• . • = . • = •- . • m •• •71m



screening saturation of the excitons. Values for Ia in the literature vary widely; a recent reliable study by Lee er

al. (91 reported 250 W cm"2. and we have used a conservative 300 W c"2 in out calculations.

3.2.2 Modeling Mhe bistable switch

To calculate the switch transfer function, we use the thin-film matrix formalism commonly applied to multilayer

interference filters. By this method the left and right-going electric fields at tL left of a dielectric stack (or padr

of a stack) may be expressed in terms of the known field to the right. We may then step through a range of output

intensities and calculate the corresponding input intensities thereby producing an i•put-output curve, The model

as written is one-dimensional and consequently neglects diffsion, diffraction and beam intensity disributions.

ITe code written to date has been intended only to compare the perfonnane of noaresoant ad resonant

quantum well switches and not to design switchb. For simplicity. we have modeled the devices as having single

reflecting layers rather than multilayer reflectors. Eig.i1 illustrates the switches as modelled: a atack is

generated in which the real parts of the refractive indx of all layers are constant. We begin with an assumed

output intensity, convert that to a right.goiag electric field and compute the field at the right of the first (from the

right) quantum well, At this point we compute the absorption in that well using Eqs. (7) and (b) and determine

the teal po tof the index withim that well Usingthis hindx. we fod theinvens•ty at the right of the next wel and

so oe dugh the entire Utwcure.

3.Z.3 Swawtu e vs. uai/•wa kJt tkw

Because unsaturated losses (background absorption ad scatering) redu the contrast ttio, the switch was

" Co4edd to operate at the wavelength offering the highbet ratio of satumble to unutarwble absorption. Einte.1
iu a plot of this rntio based on the absiopion model outlined in S. 3.2.1. Comparing tis to the curve of low

intensty absorption, it may be sm that the Sreaest value of this mtio occurs just dsightly below the heavy-hoW

exswoa center eetry. All saas.uent calculations *m petformed at this wavelgth (0•S.3 am).

3.2.4 R vs. a .oaaa MQW&b E5n r

To evaluate the effect of ousr desip "iarovetwac', we atempt to compare rtoant-well and noesouan-

well switcb dias. This is ca a srtaigfora•vd exertS. however. becaue etalm resonance wa ot achieved

for strures where the sum of the ical path lengths of one qpacer and one wel was a half wavekat. Plots

of the Fabry-Perot trauu sia p•ectra of swh a switch (withou absorption) revel that t is a shift of the

transmission modes -md the design wavelength (FuMICM asng froi oia.-ofjbue reffection fen the

diffemat inutea within he ostru. It is therefore cesary to iteively desimn the thicknes so
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that the etalon resonance will occur at the design wavelength (850.5 nm in this case). The high reflectivities we

are likely to need (>95 %) result in narrow Fabry-Perot transmission features which make this matching critical.

With this procedure, we have calculated the transfer functions of various resonant and non-resonant switch

designs. It was seen that bistable operation for a non-resonant structure requires 100 quantum wells with the

constants used in our calculations, even with the unsaturable continuum absorption set to zero. Fig=re 20 shows

the transfer functions of 100-well structures for the resonant and non-resonant cases, where the non-resonant well

results are show'n both with and without an unsaturable background. We see that a reduction in the switching

threshold improvement by a factor of four may be achieved by resonant half-wave spacing of the saturable

absorption sheets,

3.2.5 Optimization of switching threshold and on/off contrast

Next we investigated the tradeoff between switching threshold and bistable switching range offered by different

mirror reflectivities. This is another potential improvement of our switch design, as we are able to control the

end mirror reflectivities very accurately in our epitaxial multilayer reflectors. EMgm.jj1jnd22 show switch

transfer functions and thresholds of a 20-well RPA switch for several different end reflectivities, indicating that a

switching threshold of less than 20 W/cm2 is possible with very high reflectivities, but at a large sacrifice in the

bistable range. Our calculations suggest using a compromise value of 99% for the mirror reflectivities, to provide

a reasonably low threshold (32 W cm"2) and usable switching range (about 6 W cm72). When reflectivities lower

than 99% are used, the threshold increases rapidly after this point.

3.2 AborpfIl spectroaopy of VCSEL wafers for RPA switching

For our initial expemental work, we used vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser samples configured for low-

threshold CW optical pumping and performed absorption spectroscopy to determine the locations of the light- and

heavy-hole excitonic resonances. These data are to be used in the second.•gaerao theoretical model, especially

for designing the mtom RPA bistable switch wafer.

Two MOCVD-grown GaAs/GaAlAs resonant periodic gain multiple quantum well (RPG-MQW) samples with 20

half-wave-spaced quantum wells Wan epitaxial multilayer high-reflectivity stacks with R-0.995 and 0.999 were

placed in the experimental arrangements depicted in Figjm23. A white-light source illuminated each sample, and

the transmited and reflected light was measured using an optical multichannel analyztr (OMA). From these

measurements the optical absorption of each sample was deduced. Despite some residual Fabry-Ferot fringes

(caused by imperfect subtraction of the reflection and tmamission patterns) timm were clear excitonic resonances

at 851.3 and 846.0 nut (, igge 24. The forer resokace, due to the heavy-hole excitou. is the intended
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basis for our optical switch. This information will therefore allow us to design a specific high-Q cavity structure

with a transmissive mode close to this wavelength.

Further experimental tests were performed on these wafers, to determine whether absorption saturation at - 300

W cmu2 could be observed, using the arrangement illustrated in Fiure 25. The beam from a mode-locked

Ti:sapphire laser was directed onto an acousto-optic modulator for precise frequency shifting, then shone onto the

RPA sample, whose transmission was measured as functions of incident power and wavelength, Based on the

reflectivity spectra and our initial calculations, we concentratt4 on the wavelength region from 845 to 960 rn, the

range of input powers being 0.92 to 62.5 mW; for the 2 mm collimated beam used, and allowing for the use of

1.8 pe pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate, the latter figures represented peak intensities of -50 to 3000 W cm"2 .

Unfortunately, the wafers used were optimized for operation as RPG-VCSELs, and no indication of absorption

saturation was observed. This result is being examined closely, because the sample transmission was -0.20,

which suggests that saturation may already have taken place, although we had expected lut to be in the range 250-

1000 W cm"2 . Our next immediate steps are (1) to repeat some of the experiments at lower powers using more

sensitive diagnostics, and (2) to procure and test a custom-grown wafer (according to the design described in Sec.

4 below) optimized for absorptive bistable switching.

As reported previously, a semi-empirical model due to Chemla et al. [8] has been used to design our switches.

We had hoped, following the work of Lee et al. [9], that these experiments would enable determination of all the

parameters of that model, particularly the saturation intensity l"t. Although we have determined the exciton

resonance waveltmgths (essential for designing the sample and the next set of experiments) the data were not

suitable for accurate determination of It. In fact, we are re-thinking whether to re-cast the theory in terms of a

saturation carrier density Nst. This would be a more meaningful paramater but would be less accessible to direct

measurement.

4 DESIGN OF IMPROVED BISTABLE SWITCH WAFERS

Using the semi-empirical model of Chemla et al. together with parameters we have measured experimentally and

our matrix-propagation model for multilayer absorptive structures, we have designed a multiple quantum well

GaAS/AlGaAs vertical-cavity bistable switch wafer. The resulting reflectivity spectrum, with a dip at the target

wavelength of 851.3 am, is shown in Figur26.

In the next phase of our experimental work, and following some further optical pumping experiments using a

tunable Ti:sapphire laser, this design will be used to fabricate a bistable switch wafer for final testing.
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5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Extension to 2-D VCSEL aays

Ne•'i the conclusion of this two-year project, we have demonstrated fast single-channel switching in above-

threshold RPG-VCSELs; these can readily be extended into two-dimensional arrays. For greatest utility and

versatility, these arrays (and hence the initial epitaxial wafers) should be as uniform as possible. Our initial

experimental results and calcu!ations indicate that compositions and dimensions should be controlled to within 1%

or less. This is a factor of two or more better than the current state-of-the-art for metal-organic vapor phase

epitaxy (MOCVD or MOVPE), and close to the best possible results using molecular beam epitaxy (MWE). The

crystal growers have been persuaded of the importance of this work, and several substrate rotation arrangements

and In-situ real-time growth diagnostics are being developed for MOCVD reactors, including the two at CHTM.

From a device physics point of view, we need to recognize that coherent optical power, even from an edge-

emitting laser diode, is usually much more valuable and expensive than electrical power, especially when only low

voltages (< 10 V) and medium currents (~ I A) are required. Consequently, we would like to design our next

generation of active semiconductor laser-based switches as hybrids, biased electrically close to threshold for best

efficiency, and triggered by optical pulses for highest speed. For extension to 2-D switching/modulation arrays,

any non-uniformities in the materials, which result primarily in large threshold variations, can be offset partially

by adjusting the currents to the various elements so that all are just below threshold. The optical power

requirements for switching and thu above-threshold switching performances of the various army elements should

then be comparable even in the presence of large non-uniformities in the grown and processed structures.

5.2 Experiment vaerfaton of absorptive bistable switching In RPA edaom

Clearly the experiments intended to demonstrate bistable optical switch in RPA media inside high-Q etaloas

have fallen well behind schedule, mostly due to logistical problems such as crystal growth and acesu to suitable

optical sources. The first set of such experiments will be completed early in 1992, by which time we hope to

have a second-generation RPA switch wafer available for further experimental testing. Because of the low

thrmiholds expected from RPA etalons, we do not anticipate *njor difficulties h extending the concept to 2-D

switching arrays: the optical switching power and heat sinkýng requirements should be quite modest. The sample

uniformity problems will still be vexing, and ultima-ely wafers with beoer than I% uniformity in the optical

thickness will be required.

As a companion set of experimenals to the above, we will examine the interplay between absoption and dispersion

in the RPA medium: this is a complicated question. awl cannot be teated by a simple prpomtionality as in the
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laser above threshold. A suitable experimental arrangement would be to place the RPA simple inside one arm of

a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, allowing simultaneous measurement of the absorption and index change.

5.3 How can we achieve faster low-threshold switching?

The fastest switches tested to date are the 10-ps RPG-VCSELs above threshold. The price paid, however, is that

this has required - 1 MW cm-2 of peak optical power on the active portions of the wafer surface - this is about an

order of magnitude lower than the damage thresholds of the best wafers, and represents a very heavy power

requirement in practical applications. Also, the on-off switching transition time in a laser is limited by the cavity

photon lifetime; any attempt to increase switching speed by shortening this lifetime results automatically in an

increase in the laser threshold, hence lasers which can switch on or off in - 1 ps are difficult to justify. By using

electrical biasing we can probably reduce the optical power density required for switching by two orders of

magnitude while preserving the 100 GHz bandwidth potential, but the overall power density will exceed the I kW

cm-2 average value which is an effective upper limit for effective heat removal in quasi-CW applications. The

RPA switches should be much better than this - as low as 50 W cr2 by our estimates - but the switching

transition times will be carier lifetime limited to a few nanoseconds.

However, the switching transition between transverse modes in a laser which remains on is limited only by carrier

transport; in good quality material this can be reduced to -I p1 in structures of reasonably size. We intend to

examine the dynamics of transverse mode switching by doing an interesting series of experiments, pumping

VCSEL wafers with a picosecond Ti:Usapphire laser and observing the time evolution of the transverse Modes by

imaging the near field output onto the slit of a single-ahot picosecond streak camera, as shown in Fjg7. In

this way we can examine the details of transverse mode selection, stability and switching dynamis in single

channels and arays. These very fundamental xperiments will be coupled with innovative theoretical studies, in

collaboration with two world-renowned research groups actively involved in spatio-temporal laser dynamics.

Apart from considering the implications of these qpti dyniual effects on coupled 2-D laser and switch anys,

we sh also aess the requim~ents for optical coupling to and from the switch amys.

5.4 What do we do with optc switchas anyway?

The last suggestion for future work is to find a definite and critical use for mays of low-threshold, gigabit optical

switches. There is a definbite confusio in the field of optical switching as to what is required and what is

ultimately desidble or possible. We consider the most pressing and promising application is time-multiplexing of

communication or sensr channels along common fiber data bue, as illutnkted in EW. 28.: a series of channels

derived from multiple sour, e (communication tansmittm or senm) is to be combined and sent over one or

more fibetda bases. These kM sesa my vary in leAgth from - 100 km for telecommuicatins, to - 100 m in
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avionics systems, computer interconnects or short-haul communications. Each'channel is assigned a time window

in a synchronous data stream (one channel is designated as the clock) by insertion of fixed and variable optical

delays, then the entire set of interleaved data channels is broadcast onto the switch array at the receiver.

The function of the switch array is to detect coincidences between incoming data pulses and locally-generated,

clock-derived timing pulses. By setting the appropriate timing pulse delay at each switching element of th-s array,

any given time window in the data stream may be read out by any switch, and the data demultiplexed in optical or

electrical form. An artist's impression of this arrangement is given as Figure 29. Furthermore, by reconfiguring

the optical delays in the timing pulses to the various switches in the array, it will be possible to reconfigure the

channel assignments for data routing, multiple redundancy dwign etc. This represents a very versatile, compact,

lightweight and efficient means of data highway networking in any environment from long-haul international

communications to computers to airborne or space-borne platforms. It is the unique promise of the unifam, low-

threshold, gigabit-per-second optical switch arrays based on RPA etalons which makes this concept feasible.

Finally, there are several interesting (and puzzling) issues which have surfaced in our picosecond optical pumping

of RPG-VCSELs above threshold: what is the temporal behavior of the transverse and longitudinal coherence

length? why are the optical pumping efficiencies anomalously low using picosecond pulses (compared with CW

efficiencies)? are the pulse spectra (e.S. the chirp) suitable for further comprension or amplification? These issues

will be investigated vigorously in our future research on VCSEL switching dynamics.

We have just begun to appreciate the many possibilitii• for fundamental and applied sesearch using resonant

periodic gain/absorption structures for optical switching. These nd other devicesideas for semiconductor

optoelectronic switching will be discussed and presiented in more detail in a conlm tr wal proposal, hopefully

to be presented and discussed in pemoo by the Prwipal tnvestigator late in October 1991.

6 CERTIFICATION BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

I certify that the above report is a fair and accurate representation of work performed under and associated with

RADC contract F19628-89-K-0037: "Fret proelecprtosk sirwichg pvc In surfatwmkiiM semww xws r

lasers a"o nlar etalow'r at the University of New Meaco.

John 0. Mclnermey
Associate Professor of Electrical andCo e Engineering

Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy
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